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Abstract. Testing is the process of stimulating a system with inputs
in order to reveal hidden parts of the system state. In the case of non-
deterministic systems, the difficulty arises that an input pattern can
generate several possible outcomes. Some of these outcomes allow to
distinguish between different hypotheses about the system state, while
others do not.
In this paper, we present a novel approach to find, for non-deterministic
systems modeled as constraints over variables, tests that allow to distin-
guish among the hypotheses as good as possible. The idea is to assess the
quality of a test by determining the ratio of distinguishing (good) and
not distinguishing (bad) outcomes. This measure refines previous notions
proposed in the literature on model-based testing and can be computed
using model counting techniques. We propose and analyze a greedy-type
algorithm to solve this test optimization problem, using existing model
counters as a building block. We give preliminary experimental results
of our method, and discuss possible improvements.

1 Introduction

In natural sciences, it often occurs that one has several different hypotheses
(models) for a system or parts of its state. Testing asks whether one can reduce
their number by stimulating the system with appropriate inputs, called test pat-
terns, in order to validate or falsify hypotheses from observing the generated
outputs. Applications include, for example, model-based fault analysis (check-
ing technical systems for the absence or presence of faults [8, 15]), autonomous
systems (acquiring sensory inputs to discriminate among competing state esti-
mates [4]), and bioinformatics (designing experiments that help to distinguish
between different possible explanations of biological phenomena [16]).

For deterministic systems where each input generates a unique output, such
as digital circuits, it has been shown how generating test inputs can be formu-
lated and solved as a satisfiability problem [6, 10]. The non-deterministic case,
? Supported by the DFG Research Center Matheon Mathematics for key technologies
in Berlin.
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Figure 1. Given two non-deterministic models, a test input can either lead to overlap-
ping (a) or non-overlapping (b) output sets A and B.

however, where the output is not uniquely determined by the inputs, is more fre-
quent in practice. One reason is that in order to reduce the size of a model, for
example, to fit it into an embedded controller [13, 18], it is common to aggregate
the domains of system variables into small sets of values such as ‘low’, ‘med’, and
‘high’; a side-effect of this abstraction is that the resulting models can no longer
be assumed to be deterministic functions, even if the underlying system behavior
was deterministic [17]. Another reason is the test situation itself: even in a rigid
environment such as an automotive test-bed, there are inevitably variables or
parameters that cannot be completely controlled while testing the device.

The difficulty of test generation with non-deterministic models is that each
input pattern can generate a set of possible outcomes instead of a single outcome.
For two hypotheses and a fixed test input, let A and B be the sets of possible
outputs. These sets can either overlap or be disjoint as illustrated in Figure 1.
Assuming that at least one hypothesis captures the actual behavior of the system,
there are two possible cases: (i) the actual observed output of the system could
either fall into the intersection of A and B or (ii) outside the intersection. In the
first case no information is gained, as none of the hypotheses can be refuted. In
the latter case, however, one of the hypotheses can be refuted. Thus, if the sets
overlap as depicted in Figure 1(a), the test input might distinguish between the
two hypotheses, whereas if the sets are disjunct as shown in Figure 1(b), the test
input will certainly distinguish among them. Note that, if the assumption that
at least one hypothesis captures the actual behavior of the system fails, there is
a third possible outcome, where the observed output lies outside of both sets. In
this case, both hypotheses can be refuted since they do not describe the actual
behavior of the system.

This qualitative distinction of tests for non-deterministic models was noted in
several research areas. In the field of model-based diagnosis with first-order logi-
cal models, Struss [15] introduced so-called possibly and definitely discriminating
tests, for short PDT and DDT, respectively. The first type of test (PDT) might
distinguish between fault hypotheses and corresponds to Figure 1(a), whereas
the second type (DDT) will necessarily do so, which corresponds to Figure 1(b).
Struss [15] further provided a characterization of PDTs and DDTs in terms of
relational (logical) models, together with an ad-hoc algorithm to compute them.
In the field of automata theory, Alur et al. [3] have studied the analogous prob-
lem of generating so-called weak and strong distinguishing sequences. These are
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input sequences for a non-deterministic finite state machine, such that based on
the generated outputs, one can determine the internal state either for some or all
feasible runs of the machine. Finding weak and strong sequences with a length
less than or equal to a bound k ∈ N can be reduced to the problem of finding
PDTs and DDTs, by unrolling automata into a constraint network using k copies
of the transition relation and the observation relation [8].

In previous work [12], we have shown how PDTs and DDTs can be formalized
and computed using quantified constraint satisfaction problems, a game-theoretic
extension of constraint satisfaction problems. In the next section, we summarize
this constraint-based framework for testing. In section 3, we then propose a
novel, quantitative distinction of tests that refines and generalizes the previous
notions of weak versus strong and possibly versus definitely discriminating tests.
The key idea is to measure the quality of a test by determining the actual ratio
of distinguishing and not distinguishing outcomes, corresponding to the ratio
of non-intersecting and intersecting areas in Figure 1. Because test inputs that
maximize this measure distinguish among given hypotheses as good as possible,
we call them optimal distinguishing tests (ODTs). We show how in a constraint-
based framework, ODTs can be defined and computed using model counting
techniques. In Section 4, we propose a greedy algorithm that can quickly find
distinguishing tests, using existing model counters as a building block (in our
experiments, we used a model counting extension of a constraint integer pro-
gramming solver SCIP [1, 2]). We give preliminary experimental results of our
method using a small real-world problem from automotive industry. Finally, in
the last section we discuss possible improvements and directions for future work.

2 Distinguishing Tests

We briefly introduce the theory of constraint-based testing similar to [12, 15].
We first define the notion of a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP).

Definition 1 (Constraint Satisfaction Problem). A constraint satisfaction
problemM is a tripleM = (V,D, C), where D = D(v1)×. . .×D(vn) are the finite
domains of finitely many variables vj ∈ V, j = 1, . . . , n, and C = {C1, . . . , Cm}
is a finite set of constraints with Ci ⊆ D, i = 1, . . . ,m. The task is to find an
assignment x ∈ D to the variables such that all constraints are satisfied, that is,
x ∈ Ci for i = 1, . . . ,m.

We denote byX the set of all solutions of a given constraint satisfaction problem.
That is,

X = {x | x ∈ D, C(x)}, with C(x) :⇔ x ∈ Ci ∀i = 1, . . . ,m.

Testing attempts to discriminate between hypotheses about a system – for
example, about different kinds of faults – by stimulating it in such a way that the
hypotheses become observationally distinguishable. Thereby, the system under
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investigation defines a set of controllable (input) variables I and a set of ob-
servable (output) variables O. Formally, a hypothesis M for a system is a CSP
where the variable set V contains the input and output variables of the system.

Definition 2 (Hypothesis). A hypothesis for a system is a CSP whose vari-
ables are partitioned into V = I ∪ O ∪ S, such that I and O are the input and
output variables of the system, and for all assignments to I, the CSP is solvable.
The remaining variables S = V \ (I ∪ O) are called internal state variables.

Note that the internal state variable sets S can differ for two different hy-
potheses. We denote by D(I) and D(O) the cross product of the domains of the
input and output variables, respectively:

D(I) =×
v∈I

D(v) and D(O) =×
v∈O

D(v).

The goal of testing is then to find assignments of the input variables I that
will cause different assignments of output variables O for different hypotheses.
For a given hypothesis M and an assignment t ∈ D(I) to the input variables we
define the output function X as follows:

X : D(I)→ 2D(O) with t 7→ {y | y ∈ D(O), ∃x ∈ X : x[I] = t ∧ x[O] = y},

where 2D(O) denotes the power set of D(O), and x[I], x[O] denote the restriction
of the assignment vector x to the input variables I and the output variables O,
respectively. Note that since M will always yield an output, X (t) is non-empty.

Definition 3 (Distinguishing Tests). Consider k ∈ N hypothesesM1, . . . ,Mk

with input variables I and output variables O. Let Xi be the output function of
hypothesis Mi with i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. An assignment t ∈ D(I) to the input vari-
ables I is a possibly distinguishing test (PDT), if there exists an i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
such that

Xi(t) \
⋃
j 6=i

Xj(t) 6= ∅.

An assignment t ∈ D(I) is a definitely distinguishing test (DDT), if for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , k} it holds that

Xi(t) \
⋃
j 6=i

Xj(t) = Xi(t).

Verbally, a test input is a PDT if there exists a hypothesis for which this test
input can lead to an output which is not reachable for any other hypothesis.
On the other hand, an assignment to the input variables is a DDT if for all
hypotheses the possible outputs are pairwise disjoint. This means, there exists
no overlapping of the possible outcomes at all.

In the following, we restrict ourselves to the case where there are only two
possible hypotheses, for example corresponding to normal and faulty behavior
of the system.




